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Abstract 
We characterize when the direct sum of an extending module and an injective module is 
extending and when the direct sum of an extending module with the finite exchange property 
and a semisimple module is extending. We also characterize when the direct sum of a uniform- 
extending module and a semisimple module is uniform-extending and, in consequence, we prove 
that, for a right Noetherian ring R, an extending right R-module Mt and a semisimple right 
R-module Mz, the right R-module MI @Mz is extending if and only if Mz is Mt/Soc(Mr )- 
injective. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj Class.: Primary 16DSO; secondary 16D60, 16D70, 16P40 
0. Introduction 
In recent years, extending modules have been studied extensively and a question that 
has attracted much attention is when the direct sum of extending modules is extending 
(see, for example, [3, 4, 7-9, 131). We find sufficient conditions for a direct sum of 
two extending modules to be extending. We characterize when the direct sum of an 
extending module and an injective module is extending and when the direct sum of 
an extending module with the finite exchange property and a semisimple module is 
extending. We also characterize when the direct sum of a uniform-extending module 
and a semisimple module is uniform-extending and, in consequence, we prove that, 
for a right Noetherian ring R, an extending right R-module A41 and a semisimple 
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right R-module Ml, the right R-module Mi @Mz is extending if and only if M2 is 
Mi/Soc(Mi)-injective. Finally, we prove that a ring R is such that every direct sum 
of an extending (injective) R-module and a semisimple R-module is extending if and 
only if R/soc(R~) is a right Noetherian right V-ring. 
1. Definitions and notation 
Throughout this paper, let R be a ring with identity and let all modules be unitary 
right R-modules. 
For modules Mt and M2, Xi : Ml @A42 +A4iy i = 1,2, denote the canonical projections. 
Let M be a module. The injective hull of M is denoted by E(M) and the socle 
of M by Sot(M). If N is a submodule of M, we write N <M and, if N is essential 
in M, we write N se M. A submodule N of M is closed in M provided N has no 
proper essential extensions in M. 
A module M is called an extending module, or a CS module, if every submodule 
of M is essential in a direct summand, or, equivalently, if every closed submodule of M 
is a direct summand. A module M is called a uniform-extending module if every closed 
uniform (i.e., maximal uniform) submodule of M is a direct summand. A module M 
is called a continuous module if it is extending and every submodule isomorphic to 
a direct summand of M is also a direct summand of M (see [5] or [lo]). 
Let Ml and M2 be modules. The module M2 is nearly Ml-injective (resp., essentially 
Ml-injective) if every homomorphism a : A + M2, where A is a submodule of Ml 
and ker a # 0 (resp., ker a se A), can be extended to a homomorphism p : Ml -+ M2 
(see [5]). Obviously, if M2 is nearly Ml-injective, then M2 is essentially Ml -injective 
and, for a uniform module Ml, the two notions coincide. The modules Ml and M2 
are relatively nearly injective (resp., relatively essentially injective) if Mi is nearly 
(resp., essentially) Mj-injective, for every i, j E { 1,2}, if j. 
A module M is said to have the (Jinite) exchange property if, for every (finite) 
index set I, whenever M $ N = eiE, Ai for modules N and Ai, i E I, then M $ N = 
M$(eiEtBi) for submodules& OfAi, iEl (see [5] or [lo]). IfM=Ml@Mg, thenM 
has the (finite) exchange property if and only if Ml and M2 have the (finite) exchange 
property, by [ 10, Lemma 3.201. 
The exchange property was introduced in [2]. Examples of modules with this property 
are continuous (in particular, injective or semisimple) modules [lo, Theorem 3.241, 
indecomposable modules with local endomorphism rings [14], pure-injective modules 
[ 171, projective modules over perfect rings [ 1661 and over Von Neumann regular rings 
[W 
A module M is called a V-module if every submodule is the intersection of maximal 
submodules, or, equivalently, if every simple module is M-injective (see [5] or [15]). 
The ring R is said to be a right V-ring if RR is a V-module. 
For other standard definitions and notations, we refer to [ 1,5, 10, 151 as background 
references. 
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2. Near and essential injectivity 
Lemma 1 generalizes [5, Lemma 7.51. 
Lemma 1. Let Ml and M, be modules, let X be a submodule of Ml and let M := 
MI @Mz. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M2 is (Ml/X)-injective. 
(ii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N f1M2 = 0 and z,(N)n 
X 5 N, there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N 5 N’ and M = N’ @ M2. 
(iii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N nM2 = 0 and X 5 N, there 
exists a submodule N’ of M such that N IN’ and M= N’@M2. 
Proof. Obviously, (ii) implies (iii). 
Let us prove that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that M2 is (Ml/X)-injective and let N be 
a submodule of M such that N nM2 = 0 and rci(N) nX<N. 
Consider the maps CIO : N +M2, a H 712(a), and fla : N --tMl/X, a H n,(a) +X. As 
nl(N)fR<NnMl = kerao, the map a:N/(n,(N)nX)--tM2, a+z1(N)nXHz2(a), is 
a homomorphism. Obviously, rci (N) nx 5 ker /?a. In order to prove that n,(N) n_X = 
kerpa, let a E ker /?a. Then xl(a) EX and, consequently, rcl(a) E n,(N) n X<N. As 
N n M2 = 0 and a - n](a) = rcz(a), it follows that a = z,(a) E rc~(N) nX. Therefore, 
rri(N)T‘IX = kerpo and the map ~:N/(nl(N)nX)-+Ml/X, a+rcl(N)nXHz1(a)+X, 
is a monomorphism. Then, by hypothesis, there exists a map cp : Ml/X +M2 such that 
(pp = a. 
Define N’ := {a + cp(a +X) 1 aEM }. Clearly, N’ is a submodule of A4 and 
N’ n M2 = 0. For every aEM, a = [rcl(a) + &n,(a) +X)] + [xl(a) - cp(nl(a) +X)] E 
N’ + M2. So, M = N’$M2. Also, if a E N, then x2(a) = cc(a + z,(N) n X) = 
q$(a+n,(N)nX) = cp(nl(a)+X) and a = rcl(a) + rcz(a) = n,(a) + cp(rr~(a) +X)EN’. 
Thus, N 5 N’. 
Let us prove, now, that (iii) implies (i). Suppose that condition (iii) is valid. In 
order to prove that M2 is (Ml/X)-injective, let L be a submodule of Ml such that 
X<L and let cc:L/X+M2 be any homomorphism. Define N := {a-cl(a+X)IaEL}. 
Clearly, N is a submodule of M, N n M2 = 0 and X 5 N. Then, by hypothesis, there 
exists a submodule N’ of M such that N 5 N’ and A4 = N’ @Mz. Let n : A4 --) M2 
denote the canonical projection with kernel N’. Then, as X IN’ = ker 71, the map 
cp : Ml/.X --f I&, a + X ++ n(a), is a homomorphism. For every a E L, q(a + X) = 
~(a) = 7c[(a - m(a +X)) + a(a +X)] = @(a +X). Thus, M2 is (Ml/X)-injective. Cl 
Corollary 2. Let Ml and Ml be modules and let M := Ml @Mz. The following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) A42 is (M~/soc(M, ))-injective. 
(ii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N nM, =0 and Soc(zl(N)) 
< N, there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N SN’ and M = N’ @ M2. 
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(iii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N n Mz = 0 and Sot(N) = 
Soc(M,), there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N <N’ and M = N’@M2. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 1, when X = Soc(Mi). 0 
Lemma 3. Let Ml and M2 be modules and let M := Ml @M2. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) M2 is nearly Ml-injective. 
(ii) M2 is (Ml/X)-injective, for every nonzero submodule X of MI. 
(iii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N n MI # 0 and N n M2 = 0, 
there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N IN’ and M = N’@M2. 
Proof. It is not hard to prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii) and Lemma 1 gives the 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii). 0 
Lemma 4. Let Ml and M2 be modules and let M := MI @M2. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) M2 is essentially MI-injective. 
(ii) M2 is (Ml jX)-injective, for every essential submodule X of Ml. 
(iii) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N nMI se MI and N n M2 = 0, 
there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N < N’ and M = N’ @ M2. 
(iv) For every closed submodule N of M such that N nMI I,M, and N nM2 = 0, 
M = N@M2. 
(v) For every (closed) submodule N of M such that N n MI 5, N, there exists 
a submodule N’ of M such that N 5 N’ and M = N’ $ M2. 
Proof. It is not hard to prove that (i) implies (ii). Let us prove the converse. Suppose 
that condition (ii) holds, let A be a submodule of Ml, let CI : A 3M2 be a homomorphism 
such that ker CI 5, A and consider the homomorphism 2: A/ ker CI -+ M2, a + ker a H 
a(a). Let B be a complement of A in Ml. Then X := ker a@B se MI. Consider 
the homomorphism cp : A/ ker a-Ml/X, a + ker M H a + X. Because A n X = 
ker a@(A n B) = ker a, cp is a monomorphism. On the other hand, by hypothesis, M2 
is (Ml/X)-injective. Then, there exists a map j :Ml/XdMz such that E(a + ker a)= 
Pq(a + ker cc) = &a +X), for every a E A. Let p :MI + M2, a +-+ fi(a + X). Then, 
/?(a) = a(a), for every a EA. Therefore, M2 is essentially Mi-injective. 
Lemma 1 gives the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). 
Let us prove, now, that (iii) implies (v). Suppose that condition (iii) holds and let 
N be a submodule of M such that N n MI se N. Let L be a complement of N n Ml 
inMl. Then, (N@L)nM, =(NnMI)$LI,Ml. Also, (NnM,)n[Nn(L@M2)] = 
Nn[L@(M, nM2)] = NnL = 0. As NfIMII,N, Nn(L@M2) = 0 and, conse- 
quently, (N@L) n M2 = 0. By hypothesis, there exists a submodule N’ of M such 
that N@L<N’ and M = N’@M2. 
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In order to prove the remaining implications, let us remark that, if N is a sub- 
module of M such that N r7 Ml se Ml and N n M2 = 0, then, for every submodule 
LofMsuchthatNnM1~LandLrlM2=O,NnMl=(N~Ml)@(LflMZ)= 
[(N n Ml)wf21 n-e,L. 
Therefore, it can be easily seen that (v) implies (iii). 
Obviously, (iv) implies (iii). Let us prove the converse. Suppose that condition (iii) 
holds and let K be a closed submodule of M such that K n MI Se MI and K n A42 = 0. 
By hypothesis, there exists a submodule K’ of M such that K 5 K’ and M = K’ $M2. 
Then, as was remarked, K 5, K’ and, because K is closed in M, K = K’. Therefore, 
M=K@M2. 0 
Let Ml and M2 be modules and let M := Ml @M2. The module MI is u-essentially 
Ml-injective if, for every (closed) uniform submodule N of M such that N n Ml # 0, 
there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N 5 N’ and M = N’@Mz. By Lemma 4, 
if M2 is essentially Ml-injective, then M2 is u-essentially Ml-injective. The following 
result shows that these two notions coincide, in a special case. 
Lemma 5. Let Ml be a direct sum of uniform modules. A module Mz is u-essentially 
Ml-injective if and only if it is essentially Ml-injective. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. 
Suppose that M2 is u-essentially Ml-injective and that Ml = eiEI Mli, where Mli 
is uniform, for every i E Z. Let i E I and let us prove that M2 is essentially Mli- 
injective. Let N be a nonzero submodule of Mli @Mz such that N nMli 5, N. Then, N 
is uniform and, by hypothesis, there exists a submodule N’ of M such that N 5 N’ and 
M = N’@Mz. So, Mli$Mz = (Mli@Mz) n (N’@Mz) = [(MligiM~) n N’]@M2, with 
N < (Mli @M2) fl N’. Therefore, M2 is essentially Mli-injective, by Lemma 4. Using 
[ 10, Proposition 1.51, we can conclude that M2 is essentially Ml-injective. Cl 
Two modules Ml and M2 are relatively u-essentially injective if Mi is u-essentially 
Mj-injective, for every i, j E { 1,2}, i # j. 
3. Sufficient conditions for a direct sum of two extending modules to be extending 
Lemma 6. Let Ml be an extending (resp., un$orm-extending) module, let M2 be any 
module and let M := Ml @M2. If M2 is essentially (resp., u-essentially) Ml-injective, 
then every closed (resp., closed uniform) submodule K of M such that K n Ml 5, K 
is a direct summand of M. 
Proof. Suppose that M2 is essentially Ml-injective and let K be a closed submodule 
of M such that K n Ml <,K. Then, by Lemma 4, there exists a submodule K’ of 
M such that K 2 K’ and M = K’ @M2. As K’ is isomorphic to Ml, K’ is extending 
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and K, being a closed submodule of K’, is a direct summand of K’. Thus, K is also 
a direct summand of A4. 
The result for MI uniform-extending follows similarly. 0 
Lemma 7. Let MI and Mz be extending modules and let M := MI @Mz. The follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is an extending module. 
(ii) Every closed submodule K of M such that K n Ml = 0 or K tl M2 = 0 is a 
direct summand of M. 
(iii) Every closed submodule K of M such that K n Ml 5, K, K n M2 se K or 
K n Ml = K n M2 = 0 is a direct summand of M. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is given in [5, Lemma 7.91 and it is obvious 
that (ii) implies (iii). 
Let us prove that (iii) implies (ii). Suppose that condition (iii) is valid and let L be 
a closed submodule of M such that L fl M2 = 0, the case L n Ml = 0 being analogous. 
Let K be a closed submodule of L such that L n MI <,K. By [S, 1.10(4)], K is 
closed in M. Clearly, K nM1 = L flM, I, K and then, by hypothesis, K is a direct 
summand of M. Suppose that M = K @K’. Then L = L n (K @K’) = K @(L n K’), 
(LnK’)nM, = (LflM,)nK’<KnK’ = 0 and (LflK’)nM2<LnM2 = 0. Again by 
[5, 1.10(4)], L n K’ is closed in M. Thus, by assumption, L n K’ is a direct summand 
of M and, consequently, is also a direct summand of K’. Therefore, L = K @(L n K’) 
is a direct summand of K @K’ = M. 0 
Theorem 8. Let MI and A42 be extending (resp., untform-extending) modules and let 
M := Ml @M2. If one of the following conditions holds, then M is extending (resp., 
untform-extending): 
(i) M2 is essentially (resp., u-essentially) Ml -injective and every closed (resp., 
closed untform) submodule K of M such that K nMl = 0 is a direct summand of M. 
(ii) Ml and M2 are relatively essentially (resp., u-essentially) injective and every 
closed (resp., closed untform) submodule K of M such that K n M, = K n M2 = 0 is 
a direct summand of M. 
(iii) Ml is M2-injective and M2 is essentially (resp., u-essentially) Ml-injective. 
(iv) M2 is semisimple and essentially (resp., u-essentially) Ml-injective. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from Lemmas 6 and 7; (iii) follows from (i) and Lemma 1; 
(iv) follows from (iii). q 
[7, Theorem 81 is a consequence of Theorem 8(iii) and both [8, Theorem 4.41 and 
[ 13, Proposition 5.81 can be obtained from Theorem 8(iv). 
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4. Extending modules with summands satisfying the finite exchange property 
Trying to get a converse for Theorem 8, we consider modules with summands with 
the finite exchange property and obtain partial converses. 
We will start by proving three technical results which will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 9. Let Ml and M2 be modules, let M := Ml @Mz and let K be a direct 
summand of M such that K n Ml se K. If K has the jinite exchange property, then 
M=K@A@Mz, for some A <Ml. 
Proof. Suppose that K has the finite exchange property. Then, M = K @A @B, for 
someAIM andBLMz.AsKnMi <,KandKnMIn(A@M2)=Kn[A$(M1n 
M2)] = K n A = 0, we can conclude that K n (A @M2) = 0. Therefore, (K $A) nM2 = 0 
and, consequently, M = K 6% A $ M2. 0 
Lemma 10. Let K and K’ be modules, let M := K $ K’ and let L be a submodule of 
M with the jinite exchange property. If M = N’ @L, for some N’ 5 K’, then K has 
the jinite exchange property. 
Proof. Suppose that M = N’ @L, for some N’ < K’. Then, K’ = K’ n (N’ CE L) = N’ @ 
(K’nL), M=K@K’=K@N’@(K’nL) and L=Ln[K@N’@(K’nL)]=[(K@ 
N’) n L]$ (K’ n L). Thus, it is easy to see that M = [(K $ N’) n L] @K’ and we can 
conclude that K is isomorphic to (K $ N’) n L, which is a direct summand of L. There- 
fore, K has the finite exchange property. 0 
Lemma 11. Let Ml be any module, let M2 be a module with the jinite exchange 
property and let M := Ml @M2. Zf K is a unzform direct summand of M, then K has 
the jinite exchange property or there exists a submodule L of M such that K 5 L 
and M=L@M2. 
Proof. Suppose that K is a uniform direct summand of M and that M = K @K’. Be- 
cause M2 has the finite exchange property, M = N CD N’ $ M2, for some N 5 K and 
N’ 5 K’. But K is uniform and, so, either M = K @ N’ @ M2 or M = N’ $ M2. In the 
first case, M = L @ M2, where L := K $ N’, and, in the second case, K has the finite 
exchange property, by Lemma 10. q 
Proposition 12. Let Ml be any module and let M2 be a module with the jinite 
exchange property. If Ml $M2 is extending (resp., unzform-extending), then Ml is 
essentially (resp., u-essentially) M2-injective. 
Proof. Suppose that M := Mz @MI is extending and let K be a closed submod- 
ule of M such that K nM2 se K. As M is extending, K is a direct summand 
of M. Suppose that M = K @K’. Thus, because M2 has the finite exchange property, 
M=N@N’@Mz, for some NLK and N’IK’. Then, as (KnMz)nN=NnMz=O, 
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N = 0 and M = N’ @I&.. Therefore, by Lemma 10, K has the finite exchange property 
and, by Lemma 9, M = K @Ml @ B, for some B < M2. By Lemma 4, Mr is essentially 
Mz-injective. 
The result for M uniform-extending follows analogously. 0 
Corollary 13. Let Ml and M2 be modules with the jinite exchange property and 
let M := MI @M2. Then M is extending if and only if Ml and M2 are extending 
and relatively essentially injective and every closed submodule K of M such that 
K n Ml = K n Mz = 0 is a direct summand of M. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Proposition 12. 0 
Theorem 14. Let Ml be a module with the jinite exchange property and let n/r; be 
a semisimple module. Then Ml @ M2 is extending tf and only tf Ml is extending and 
Mz is essentially MI -injective. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Proposition 12. 0 
In particular, Theorem 14 characterizes when the direct sum of a continuous module 
and a semisimple module is extending or uniform-extending. 
Versions of Corollary 13 and Theorem 14 for uniform-extending modules could be 
given, but we will obtain better results below (cf. Corollary 18, Theorem 19). 
Theorem 15. Let Ml be any module and let M2 be an injective module. Then Ml @Mz 
is extending (resp., untform-extending) tf and only tfM1 is extending (resp., untform- 
extending) and essentially (resp., u-essentially) Mz-injective. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Proposition 12. 0 
Proposition 16. Let Ml be any module and let M2 be a module with the jinite 
exchange property. Zf Ml $Mz is untform-extending, then M2 is u-essentially Ml- 
injective. 
Proof. Suppose that M := Ml @M2 is uniform-extending and let K be a closed uniform 
submodule of M such that K nM1 # 0. As M is uniform-extending, K is a direct 
summand of M. By Lemma 11, K has the finite exchange property or there exists a 
submodule L of M such that K < L and M = L @ M2. In the first case, and because 
K rl MI se K, Lemma 9 guarantees that M = K @A @ M2, for some A 5 MI. Therefore, 
M2 is u-essentially Ml-injective. q 
Corollary 17. Let Ml be a direct sum of untform modules and let M2 be a mod- 
ule with the finite exchange property. Zf MI @Mz is uncform-extending, then Mz is 
essentially Ml -injective. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5 and Proposition 16. 0 
Corollary 18. Let Ml be any module, let M2 be a module with the finite exchange 
property and let M := MI @ M2. Then M is uniform-extending tf and only if Ml 
and M2 are untform-extending and relatively u-essentially injective and every closed 
untform submodule K of M such that K n Ml = K nM2 = 0 is a direct summand 
of M. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Propositions 12 and 16. 0 
Theorem 19. Let Ml be any module and let M2 be a semisimple module. Then 
Ml @Mz is untform-extending if and only tf MI is untform-extending and M2 is u- 
essentially Ml -injective. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Proposition 16. 0 
The following result generalizes [8, Proposition 4.21. 
Proposition 20. Let Ml be a module with zero socle and let M2 be a module with 
essential socle and the finite exchange property. Then MI @M2 is extending if and 
only if Ml and M2 are extending, Ml is essentially Mz-injective and M2 is Ml-injective. 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 8. 
Conversely, suppose that M := Ml @ M2 is extending. Obviously, Ml and M2 are 
extending and, by Proposition 12, Ml is essentially Mz-injective. Let us prove that M2 is 
Ml -injective. Let K be a closed submodule of M such that K n M2 = 0 and Sot(K) = 0. 
As M is extending, K is a direct summand of M. Suppose that M = K @ K’. Then, 
Soc(K’) = Sot(M) = Soc(M2) se M2 and K’ n M2 se M2. By Lemma 9 and because 
M2 has the finite exchange property, M = K CB N’ @ M2, for some N’ 5 K’. Therefore, 
M2 is Mt-injective, by Corollary 2. 0 
Corollary 21. Let Ml be any module and let M2 be a module with essential socle and 
the jinite exchange property. If MI $ M2 is extending, then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) M2 is essentially Ml-injective. 
(ii) M2 is (M1/Soc(Ml))-injective. 
Proof. In general, (ii) implies (i). 
Suppose that Ml @M2 is extending and that M2 is essentially Mi-injective. Be- 
ing extending, Ml =M11 @Mlz, where Soc(M1) 5, Ml 1. So, Soc(M~l) 5, Ml1 and 
Soc(Mi2) = 0. Then, M2 is (Ml ,/Soc(M1 i ))-injective, because it is essentially Ml1 - 
injective. Also, M2 is Ml;?-injective, by Proposition 20. Therefore, M2 is (M~/SOC(M~ ))- 
injective. IJ 
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Theorem 22. Let Ml be an extending module that is a direct sum of untform sub- 
modules, let A42 be a semisimple module and let A4 := MI @Mz. The following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is extending. 
(ii) M is umform-extending. 
(iii) M2 is u-essentially MI -injective. 
(iv) M2 is essentially MI-injective. 
(v) M2 is (Ml /Soc(M, ))-injective. 
Proof. Obviously, (i) implies (ii) and (v) implies (iv); (ii) implies (iii), by 
Theorem 19; (iii) is equivalent to (iv), by Lemma 5; and (iv) implies (i), by 
Theorem 8. Also, by Corollary 21, if (i) holds, then (iv) implies (v). 0 
It is a well-known fact that, over a right Noetherian ring, any extending module 
is a direct sum of uniform submodules (cf. [lo, Theorem 2.191). So, in particular, 
Theorem 22 characterizes when the direct sum of an extending module and a semi- 
simple module is extending, over a right Noetherian ring. 
[8, Theorem 4.61, [13, Lemma 5.21 and [ 11, Theorem 91 are consequences of 
Theorem 22. We can also improve [ 11, Theorems 13 and 181 with the following 
result. 
Theorem 23. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent: 
(i) Ml $M2 is extending, for every extending R-module Ml and every simple 
(semisimple) R-module M2. 
(ii) Ml @M2 is extending, for every injective R-module Ml and every simple 
(semisimple) R-module M2. 
(iii) R/soc(R~) is a (right Noetherian) right V-ring. 
Proof. Obviously, (i) implies (ii). 
Let us prove that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that MI $M2 is extending, for every 
injective R-module Ml and every semisimple R-module M2. Let S be a semisimple 
R-module. Then, E(RR) @S is extending and, by Theorem 14 and Corollary 21, S is 
(E(RR)/Soc(E(RR)))-injective. But soc(E(R~)) = SOC(RR) and, so, S is (RR/SOC(RR))- 
injective. Therefore, by [5, 2.51, R/soc(R~) is a right Noetherian right V-ring. 
Let us prove, finally, that (iii) implies (i). Suppose that R/soc(R~) is a right 
Noetherian right V-ring. Let Ml be an extending R-module and let M2 be a semisimple 
R-module. By [ 10, Theorem 1.111, M2 is (R/Soc(RR))-injective. Then, as MI/SOC(MI) 
is an (R/Soc(RR))-module, M2 is also (Mi/Soc(Mt ))-injective and, by Theorem 8, 
Ml @M2 is extending. 0 
Let Ml be any module and let M2 be a module with the finite exchange property 
(in particular, semisimple). It remains an open problem to determine whether M2 is 
essentially MI -injective, in case Ml @ M2 is extending. 
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